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Background - Soecial Use Airsoace 

On December 20, 1994, the U.S. Navy submitted a negative determination 
(ND-115-94) to the Commission staff for the proposed Special Use Airspace 
offshore of Port Hueneme (Exhibit 1). The purpose of the airspace designation 
is to allow offshore aircraft flight testing, with aircraft carrying equipment 
designed to electronically simulate battle conditions. Sensors located inside 
an onshore building (called the SHEF building, or Surface Warfare Engineering 
Facility> would test and evaluate flights and battle simulations. The SHEF 
building is an existing 5-story structure located at the western entrance of 
the Port Hueneme Harbor, within the Naval Construction Battalion Center (NCBC) 
(Exhibit 1). The Navy already maintains an established airspace offshore; the 
purpose of the proposed airspace would be to extend the existing airspace 
closer to shore to allow aircraft to approach the SHEF building. Typical 
flight profiles would be as shown in Exhibit 2. 

The flight testing consists of flying aircraft at a low altitude towards the 
SHEF building, then turning away from shore and flying back out to sea. The 
average use would be 12 flight hours per month. with a maximum of 30 flight 
hours in any one month, and a maximum of 144 flight hours/year. Hours of 
operation would be between 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. for 901 of the time. with the 
remaining flight time between 5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Flights would occur 
primarily on weekdays. 

As originally described in the Navy's negative determination submittal, the 
flights were to consist of 801 civilian Learjet aircraft and 201 military 
F/A-18 or F-14 aircraft. The closest approach to the shoreline was to be one 
half mile. As described below. the Navy subsequently modified the activity to 
eliminate use of military aircraft, reduce maximum speeds, and increase the 
distance of the closest approaches to the shoreline. 

Accompanying the Navy•s negative determination was an Environmental 
Assessment. On the basis of the analysis in the EA. the Navy concluded the 
activity would not affect the coastal zone. On January 5, 1995, the Executive 
Director concurred with the Navyls negative determination (Exhibit 3). 
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A residential area and County beach are located immediately upcoast (west) of 
the SHEF building. In addition, fishing and surfing activities occur 
immediately seaward of the SWEF building, at the Harbor entrance's West Jetty 
and La Janelle Park. A number of area residents are concerned about the 
project, and the Commission staff has received numerous phone calls and 
letters <over 100 letters> expressing concerns over the safety and 
environmental impacts of the activity, as well as concerns over the adequacy 
of the Navy's EA. 

In response to some of the concerns that were raised the Navy modified the 
project, including: (1) limiting jet types to use of Lear 35 or 36 turbofans 
or equivalent civilian aircraft (i.e., eliminating the use of the noisier 
F/A-18 and F-14 jets>; (2) reducing maximum jet speeds to 325 knots 
(previously 500 knot maximum speed>; (3) assuring that the jets will approach 
no nearer than 1 nautical mile from shore (previously 1/2 mile>; and (4) 
relocating the airspace to avoid being within the Channel Islands National 
Marine Sanctuary (CIMS). The Navy also clarified that active closures of 
offshore waters to boating and surfing activities would not be instituted when 
the proposed flights are in progress. 

Concerns expressed over the initial proposal had included a statement by the 
California Department of Fish and Game that the project might adversely affect 
environmentally sensitive habitat. The primary issue raised was bird strike 
potential (i.e., collisions between aircraft and brown pelicans). In response 
to this concern, the Commission staff informed the Navy that it was 
considering re-opening the federal consistency review process, based on the 
provisions of Section 930.44(b) of the federal consistency regulations 
(Exhibit 4). That section provides for the continued monitoring of federal 
activities to assure they are undertaken in a manner consistent to the maximum 
extent practicable with the State's coastal management program. Under this 
regulation consistency review may be revisited in several circumstances, 
including where a project is initially determined not to affect the coastal 
zone, "but which the State agency later maintains is being conducted or is 
having a coastal zone effect substantially different than originally proposed, 
and, as a result, the activity directly affects the coastal zone and is not 
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the State's management 
program." 

Upon receipt of further information, the Department of Fish and. Game 
ultimately concluded that "The revisions to the project should reduce the 
likelihood of BASH [Bird Strike] hazard to a less than significant level." 
Consequently, the Commission staff informed the Navy it was withdrawing its 
consideration of a re-opening of the case (Exhibit 5). 

Background - SHEF Building 

In commenting on the Navy's proposal the Commission staff expressed a related 
concern over the Navy's 1985 construction of the original SWEF facility 
(Exhibit 4). Based on the evidence available to the Commission staff. it 
appeared that the Navy had never submitted_ a consistency determination for the 
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SWEF facility to the Coastal Commission, despite the fact that the facility 
was built after implementation of the federal consistency requirements, and 
the Navy was aware that the SHEF facility would affect the coastal zone and 
would conflict with several policies of the Coastal Act. For example, the 
Navy's 1978 Master Plan for the SHEF facility stated: 

p. ix: "The proposed NES and office building are in violation with 
the spirit of the Coastal Act by obstructing the coastal views of the 
Silver Strand Community. n 

p. xiii: 110perational impacts [from radio frequency transmissions] 
on the Navy, Oxnard Harbor District, the public and the California 
Coastal Act policy, are unavoidable.~~ 

Attached (Exhibit 6) are additional statements from the Navy's 1978 Master 
Plan document which elaborate and provide other examples of Navy-acknowledged 
potential conflicts with the Coastal Act. 

Because the Commission staff believed the SHEF facility should have undergone 
federal consistency review at the time of its original proposal, the 
Commission staff requested that the Navy submit an after-the-fact consistency 
determination for the facility (Exhibit 4). The Navy has not formally 
responded to this request. 

A potential ongoing concern raised by the absence of consistency review of the 
original SHEF building is the procedural question of what degree of 
modification to the existing facility would trigger additional federal 
consistency review, given that a complete project description and accompanying 
environmental analysis was never provided to the Commission for that activity. 

The reason for this discussion of the SHEF facility is because its placement 
at this site is the primary determinant for the Navy's proposed airspace in 
this area. In response to concerns expressed by area residents about 
considering other alternative locations or methods of flights testing, the 
Navy maintains it would be infeasible to relocate the SHEF facility. 

The Commission staff will continue to work with the Navy to seek additional 
information and/or a resolution of this procedural issue. 

Future Activities/Reviews 

The Navy is now in the process of preparing a Supplemental Environmental 
Assessment for the project. The Commission staff intends to review this 
document, as well as comments on the document, to determine whether additional 
Commission federal consistency review may be warranted under Section 930.44(b) 
of the federal consistency regulations. 

Finally, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is also in the process of 
reviewing the proposed airspace. The FAA recently extended its public comment 
period until February 18, 1996, to allow for publication of the Navy's 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment. The Navy needs to receive FAA approval 
before it can use the proposed airspace. 

1967p 
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Figure 1. Proposed Port Hueneme Special Use Airspace 
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SWEF FLIGHT TEST PROFILES 

Selected 
Altitude 

FLIGHT PROFILE #1 

Aircraft will be Lear type 35 or 38A turbofan aircraft. One or two aircraft. selected radials 
Inbound, start 21 112 mites from '"SWEP, each inbound run to be at a selected altitude of 
1 00' to 7000' on a h-.lng that will avoid penetration of the Channel fUnds National 
Marine Sanctuary below 2000', each run to be level flight, approaching one and one-half 
miles of the '"SWEP prtor to 1uming outbound. Direction of outbound tum to be as 
specified by range air controller In order to minimize interference with Class 0 airspace 
areas and to avoid penetrating the Channel Islands National Manne Sanctuary below 
2000'. Speed will not exceed 325 kts • This profile comprises 80% of projected flights. All 
flights remain one mDe aeaward of the shoreline and within the limits of SUA until 
completion of mission. 

7000' 

325 Knots Max 

100' 

.... -c:~----------------"l...-::~ .. 1.5 Miles 
20 Miles (Max Run) 

Start to SWEF 

Maximum Range Flights are depicted 
but can have much shorter approaches. 

EXHIBIT NO. 2 
APPLICATION NO. Figure 2. SWEF Flight Profile #1 NOTTOSCALE 
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SWEF FLIGHT TEST PROFILES 

Selected 
Altitude 

FLIGHT PROFILE #2 

Aircraft will be Lear type 35 or 36A bJrbofan aircraft or equivalent civilian aircraft. Selected 
radial inbound, start 25 112 miles from the "SWEP, each inbound run to be at a selected initial 
altitude of 1 00' to 3000'. Speed will not exceed 325 kts. Approach to within 15 1/2 miles 
of the ·sweP, climb to 3000' and maintain altitude until ·command descenr, then descend 
to original inbound altitude and approach to 1 112 miles of the ·sweP prior to turning 
ou'lbound. Inbound run will not penetrate the boundary of the Channel Islands National Marine 
Sanctuary below 2000'. Direction of the outbound tum to be as specified by range air 
controller in order to minimize interference with Class 0 airspace areas and to avoid 
penetrating the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary below 2000'. All flights to remain 
one mile seaward of the shorefine and within the limits of SUA until completion of mission. 
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Figure 3. SWEF Flight Profile #2 

Maximum Range Flights are depicted 
but can have much shorter approaches. 
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SWEF FLIGHT TEST PROFILES 

FLIGHT PROFILE #3 

Aircraft will be Lear type 35 or 36A turbofan aircraft or equivalent civilian aircraft. Selected 
radial inbound, s1art 25 112 miles from the "SWEP I Initial altitude 7000' I speed will not exceed 
325 kts. Aircraft is not to penetrate the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary below 2000'. 
On command, descend to pre-briefed altitude at a point 5 112 miles from the "SWEPI approach 
to one and one-half mile of the ·swEP prior to turning outbound. Direction of outbound tum to 
be as specified by range air controller in order to minimize interference with Class 0 airspace 
areas and to avoid penetrating the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary below 2000'. 
All flights to remain one mile seaward of the shoreline and within the limits of the SUA until 
completion of mission. 
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Figure 4. SWEF Flight Profile #3 

Maximum Range Flights are depicted 
but can have shorter approaches. 

NOTTOSCALE 



STATE OF CAliFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219 

VOICE AND TOO (41!1) ro...5200 

Pete Becker 
Department of the Navy 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
4363 Missile Hay 
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-4307 

January 5. 1995 

RE: ND-115-94 (Negative Determination. Special Use Airspace. 
Port Hueneme, Ventura County) 

Dear Mr. Becker: 

PETE WILSON, Governor 

The Coastal Commission staff has received the above-referenced negative 
determination for the establishment of a Special Use Airspace for the purpose 
of conducting weapons system tests at Port Hueneme. The tests would involve 
the use of aircraft flying to within one half mile of shore. Aircraft used 
would be Sot Learjets and 2ot F-14s or F/A-18s. Flights would occur primarily 
fn daylight hours and on weekdays. which would minimize impacts during peak 
recreational periods <weekends). The Navy proposes a maximum of 30 flight 
hours per month. although flight amounts will vary depending on mission 
requirements, with 12 flight hours/mo. representing a more typical duration. 
Maximum annual duration would be 144 flight hours per year. A typical 
operation would involve 2 hours of flight time. during which 6-10 land 
approaches would occur. The flights would generate noise impacts potentially 
affecting the region; these impacts have been analyzed in the Navy•s 
Environmental Assessment CEA> for the project. 

The EA analysis most pertinent to the Commission is its discussions of 
alternatives, noise, and safety. The EA establishes that the project 
represents the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative, that the 
safety risk involving potential accidents is so close to zero as to alleviate 
any safety concerns. and that the noise levels will not be substantial enough 
to adversely affect wildlife habitat or public recreation. The EA states that: 

The resulting exterior noise effects on the Silver Strand. Port Hueneme, 
and Oxnard ... show that noise levels of the flight demonstration will 
not exceed the noise limits established by the Port Hueneme and Oxnard 
Municipal Codes as well as County. State and Federal Regulatory Standards 
or Gu1dance .•.. The ... Proposed Action would not exceed any 
short-term standards or ordinances. Additional, because of the short 
duration (seconds) that potentially higher-than-ambient noise levels 
could be present, and because the noise generated from the Proposed 
Action sources are not atypical of noise from the types of aircraft 
familiar to the skies in the reqion, the impacts on the surrounding 
community is expected to be minimal. 

EXHIBIT NO. 3 
APPLICATION NO. 

Status Report 

ND-115-9L 
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In add1t1on. the Navy has confirmed the EA analysis by conducting trial tests 
and measuring noise levels and community reaction. 

He have coordinated our review with potentially affected local jurisdictions, 
Ventura County and the cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard. He agree with the 
Navy that the project will not affect any marine resources, environmentally 
sensitive habitat. commercial fishing, recreational boating, air quality. or 
public access and recreation. He therefore concur with your negative 
determination for the project made pursuant to Section 15 CFR 930.35(d) of the 
NOAA implementing regulations. Please contact Mark Delaplaine at (415> 
904-5280 1f you have questions. 

cc: Ventura Area Office 
NOAA 
Assistant Counsel for Ocean Services 
OCRM 
ca 11 forni a Department of Hater Resources 
Governors Washington D.C. Office 

PMD/MPO/mcr/1966p 



STATE OF CAliFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY PETE WILSON, Governor 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219 
VOICE AND TDD (415) 90~·5200 

Pete Becker 
Department of the Navy 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
4363 Missile Way 
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-4307 

September 8, 1995 

Re: ~-115-94, Navy Special Use Area, Port Hueneme, Ventura Co. 

As we previously informed you in a letter dated July 24, 1995, a copy of which 
is attached, we have been in the process of considering the appropriateness of 
opening our previously-issued negative determination for the above-mentioned 
project. Since we wrote that letter we have received new information which 
has led us to conclude that this project will affect the coastal zone and, 
therefore, that a consistency determination is necessary for this project. 

The information we have received includes: 

1. A July 18, 1995, letter from the Department of Fish and Game to you 
informing you of its concern over 11 bird strikes" and its opinion that brown 
pelicans (a State and Federally listed endangered species) would be adversely 
affected by the proposed project; 

2. An August 4, 1995, letter to you from the U.S. Department of Commerce 
(Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary) expressing concerns over impacts 
to brown pelicans and cetaceans, recreation, and ship traffic; and 

3. A June 13, 1995, letter from the Federal Aviation Administration to 
you expressing concerns over the adequacy of your Environmental Assessment 
(EA). and requesting a Supplemental EA. including an expanded alternatives 
analysis. a recognition of the degree of controversy raised by the project, 
use of a different noise model, expanded analysis of biological issues such as 
bird strikes and the likelihood of harassment, and a cumulative impacts 
analysis. 

We have received the Navy's letter dated August 23, 1995, in which the Navy 
has agreed to make project modifications, including: (1) limiting jet types 
to use of Lear 35 or 36 turbofans or equivalent civilian aircraft (i.e .• 
eliminating the use of the noisier F/A-18 and F014 jets>; (2) reducing maximum 
jet speeds to 325 knots (previously 500 knot maximum speed); and (3) assuring 
that the jets will approach no nearer than 1 nautical mile from shore 

EXHIBIT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
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(previously 1/2 mile). Although attachments to this letter indicate the Navy 
is conducting a detailed analysis of the bird strike potential, such analysis 
has not been completed, and to date neither the Dept. of Fish and Game nor the 
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary has indicated that its concerns have 
been resolved by these modifications. Since the issues those agencies have 
raised are over resources located within the coastal zone, even with the 
modifications made by the Navy we remain concerned over impacts to coastal 
zone resources. It is for all these reasons that we have concluded that a 
consistency determination is now necessary for this project. 

In addition, you have not yet responded to our request of July 26, 1995, which 
sought written clarification as to whether closures of offshore waters to 
boating and surfing activities will be instituted when the proposed flights 
are in progress. 

Finally, we recently received a copy of a Navy Master Plan (U.S. Navy Master 
Plan, Environmental Impact Analysis, Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering 
Station, Port Hueneme, California, October 1, 1978.) for the original SWEF 
facility (Surface Warfare Engineering Facility, formerly NSHES <Naval Ship 
Weapon Systems Engineering Station>. This h the onshore ship simulation 
facility at Port Hueneme that would interact with the currently proposed 
flights and appears to be the primary basis for the Navy's decision to locate 
the Special Use Airspace at the proposed location. The Navy prepared that 
Master Plan in 1978 and constructed the facility in 1985 or 1986. However the 
Navy never submitted any environmental documentation for the SHEF facility, 
such as a consistency determination, to the Coastal Commission despite the 
fact that: (1) the Coastal Zone Management Act requirements for consistency 
determinations for federal project's affecting California's coastal zone 
commenced in early 1977; and (2) the Master Plan acknowledged that the SWEF 
facility would affect the coastal zone and would conflict with several 
policies of the Coastal Act. For example, that Master Plan states: 

p. ix: "The proposed NES and office building are in violation with the 
spirit of the Coastal Act by obstructing the coastal views of the Silver 
Strand Community. •• 

p. xiii: "Operational impacts [from radio frequency transmissions] on 
the Navy, Oxnard Harbor District, the public and the California Coastal 
Act policy. are unavoidable.n 

Because the Navy never sought federal consistency authorization for the 
otiginal SWEF facility, despite its written acknowledgment that the facility 
would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act, and at a time when the Coastal 
Zone Management Act procedures required submittal of a consistency 
determination to the Commission, we therefore also believe that a consistency 
determination is needed for the original SHEF (NSHES) facility, as well as for 
the current Special Use Airspace proposal. 

Section 930.44 of the federal consistency regulations provides for the 
continued monitoring of federal activities to assure they continue to be 
undertaken in a manner consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the 
State's coastal management program. Under this regulation consistency review 
may be revisited in several circumstances, including where a project is 
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initially determined not to affect the coastal zone, "but which the State 
agency later maintains is being conducted or is having a coastal zone effect 
substantially different than originally proposed, and, as a result, the 
activity directly affects the coastal zone. 11 Based on the above discussion, 
we now believe the establishment of the Special Use Airspace would directly 
affect the coastal zone and that the Navy needs to submit a consistency 
determination for this activity. as well as for the previously constructed 
SWEF/NSWES facility. 

Information that should be contained in the Special Use Airspace consistency 
determination includes the biological information requested in the above-cited 
letters from the Dept. of Fish and Game and the Channel Islands National 
Marine Sanctuary, as well as the information or clarification we previously 
requested regarding possible recreation restrictions. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please feel free to call Mark 
Delaplaine, Federal Consistency Supervisor, at (415) 904-5289 if you have any 
questions. 

Attachment 

cc: Ventura Area Office 
Federal Aviation Administration (Harvey Reibel)FAA 
Department of Fish and Game (Patricia Wolf, Morgan Wehtje) 
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (LCDR John Miller) 
OCRM (Helen Goldie) 

MPD/mcr/1967p 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY PETE WilSON, Govemor 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219 

VOICE AND TOO (415) 904-5200 

Pete Becker 
Department of the Navy 
Naval Surface Harfare Center 
4363 Missile Hay 
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-4307 

September 21. 1995 

Re: ~115-94. Navy Special Use Airspace, Port Hueneme, Ventura Co. 

On September 8, 1995, we informed you we were reconsidering our 
previously-issued negative determination for the above-mentioned project, and 
we requested that you submit a consistency determination for the project. 
This was due in large part to information we had received from the Department 
of Fish and Game (DFG) and the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary 
(CIMS), which had expressed concerns over bird strike potential and other 
related habitat impacts from the proposed flights. 

In a letter dated August 23, 1995. the Navy modified the project. including: 
(1) limiting jet types to use of Lear 35 or 36 turbofans or equivalent 
civilian aircraft (1.e., eliminating the use of the noisier F/A-18 and F014 
jets>; (2) reducing maximum jet speeds to 325 knots (previously 500 knot 
maximum speed); (3) assuring that the jets will approach no nearer than 1 
nautical mile from shore (previously 1/2 mile); and (4) relocating the 
airspace to avoid being within the CIMS. Since we wrote our September a. 
1995, letter, we have received responses from DFG and CIMS which indicate 
that, with these modifications, the concerns they initially raised have been 
resolved. These agencies now believe the project would n21 pose threats to 
environmentally sensitive habitat resources. 

He have also received your written clarification, contatned in your September 
18, 1995, letter to Mark Delaplaine of my staff. that active closures of 
offshore waters to boating and surfing activities will not be instituted when 
the proposed flights are in progress. That letter (a copy of which is 
attached) states: 

... [Ilf the area is not clear the event is delayed or canceled. The area 
that has been activated is monitored throughout the event to ensure that 
the area remains clear during the event, if a ship or aircraft comes into 
the area the event is delayed/modified or canceled until the area becomes 
clear again. The activated area is not a closed ocean area and non-event 
participants can not be forced to exit the area, the event [i.e .• the 
Navy flights] must wait until non-participants leave the event area." 

That letter also summarizes the Navy's "Bird Strike Prevention" procedures and 
states the Navy's conclusion that with the "Bird Strike Instruction 
Procedures." bird strikes would be" ... less than one per year." Although we 

EXHIBIT NO. 5 
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have not reviewed the Navy's calculations, DFG now agrees that "The revisions 
to the project should reduce the likelihood of BASH [Bird Strike] hazard to a 
less than significant level." 

We still maintain the position we expressed in our September 8 letter that the 
original SHEF facility (Surface Warfare Engineering Facility. formerly NSWES 
(Naval Shtp Weapon Systems Engineering Station) should have undergone federal 
consistency review at the time of its original proposal. We have no records 
of having received or concurred with a consistency determination for that 
project, and we are now able to clarify to you that implementation of the 
federal consistency provisions began for our agency on August 31, 1978. Since 
your Master Plan for that facility was published in October 1978, it therefore 
appears to us that formal Navy authorization of the facility came after the 
federal consistency procedures were in place. He understand you are searching 
your records to confirm what. if any, authorizations and coordination with our 
organization took place, and we expect to be kept apprised of the results of 
your records search. However, we consider the disposition of this matter to 
be independent of the question of whether the establishment of the Special Use 
Airspace affects the coastal zone. 

He conclude, based on the above information, that it would not, and we rescind 
our September 8, 1995, request that the Navy submit a consistency 
determination for the Special Use Airspace. He reserve the r1ght to continue 
to assert that a retroactive consistency determination may be necessary for 
the SWEF building. Please feel free to call Mark Delaplaine, Federal 
Consistency Supervisor, at (415) 904-5289 if you have any questions. 

q·l 
/.PETER M. OU 'L / 

Executive Di~~ 

cc: Ventura Area Office 
Federal Aviation Administration <Harvey Reibel) 
Department of Fish and Game (Patricia Wolf, Morgan Hehtje) 
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary ~LCDR John Miller) 
OCRM (Helen Golde) 

Attachment 

MPD/mcr/1967p 



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
PORT HUENEME DIVISION 

NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

4363 MISSILE WAY 

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043-4307 IN 1\1 f'l Y llf ftR TO· 

8800 
Ser 4A40-PB/018 
September 18, 1995 

California Coastal Commission 
Attn: Mark Delaplaine, Federal 
45 Fremont, Suite 2000 

Consistency Supervisor 

San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 
• < I v 

'"":._ . .,(~~ '-.d 

Dear Mr. Delaplaine: SEP 21 1995 

Re: ND-115-94 Navy Special Use Airspace 

In follow up to our phone conversations over the past few weeks 
this letter will serve to document and clarify our discussions. 

Enclosure (l) outlined your understanding of our phone 
conversations that this proposal would not close Offshore Waters 
when the Special Use Air Space was activated. Your letter is 
correct in that the Offshore Waters will not be closed on Air 
Space Activation under this proposal, the next paragraph will 
elaborate on procedures for Air Space Activation and Monitoring 
procedures. 

The Proposed Special Use Air Space will when approved become an 
attachment to the existing 32000 square mile NAWCWPNS Sea Test 
Range and will come under all rules, regulations, controls and 
instructions that the Sea Range now follows. The following is a 
short explanation of the activation procedures. 

Requested range events are put into a Master Schedule, the event 
then becomes part of the OVerall Firm Range Schedule and becomes 
official the Thursday before the week the event will be 
conducted. Twenty-four hours before the event a notice to 
Mariners and Airmen is sent out via Coast Guard and Aeronautical 
Networks to announce activation of a particular area for an 
authorized event, on the day of the event and prior to event 
start the area is monitored by aircraft and sea/land radars to 
ensure that the area is clear, if the area is not clear the event 
is delayed or canceled. The area that has been activated is 
monitored throughout the event to ensure that the area remains 
clear during the event, if a ship or aircraft comes into the area 
the event is delayed/modified or canceled until the area becomes 

' ·-



clear again. The activated area is not a c~osed ocean area and 
non-event participants can not be forced to exit the area, the 
event must wait until non-participants leave the event area. 
This safety procedure cannot be changed. 

In addition to the Explanation of Airspace Activation I would 
also like to let you know that the range has in place since 1990 
an instruction for Bird Strike Prevention. I will relay to you 
excerpts of some implementation requirements contained in the 
instruction that could be of interest, this instruction applies 
to all air operations. Instruction excerpts: ensure current 
bird activity is available to all air crews, maintain an Active 
Bird Hazard Awareness Program, conduct surveys of bird activity, 
the following gives Air Traffic Control Specifics: report 
observed bird activity as necessary to local air traffic, 
identify radar targets as possible bird activity to provide 
warning to pilots, activate reporting networks by air crews to 
report presence of birds in an area, make operational changes to 
avoid areas and times of known hazardous bird concentrations. 
The Public Works Officer shall provide information on migratory, 
local, and seasonal bird activities through contact with the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Audubon Society, local 
Ornithologists and other agencies. The presence of bird and 
aircraft interaction is addressed by this instruction requiring 
an Integrated Bird Control and Bird Hazard Abatement Program 
using proven operational procedures. 

We have also pulled Bird Strike Data from the Navy Centralized 
Data Bank for the Special Use Air Space Coordinates and Air Space 
Coordinates plus/minus two hundred miles of coastline. 
Statistical data indicates that use of the plus/minus two hundred 
mile coastline data will give a probability of one bird strike 
per year. The Statistical probability does not take into account 
the Bird Strike Instruction Procedures I have outlined, these 
procedures would lower the Statistical probability to less then 
one per year. 

/ 
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Thank you very much for your comments and cooperation. I hope 
this letter is an aid to the process of understanding, 
clarification and cooperation. 

:S:ncl: 

Sincerely, 

---;:~ ~ ./ 
·/%4~/J~ 

v 
P. C. BECKER 
Project Engineer SUA 
PHD NSWC Code 4A40 
Phone: (805-982-0348) 
Fax: (805-982-4448) 

(1) California Coastal Commission Letter of JUly 26, 1995 
(MOP /MCR/1967P) 
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SOURCE: 197 8 NAVY MAST:ER PLAN "SWEF" FAd:tLITY MASTER PLA)t;' ·EX~ 
FOREWORD 

[Not.e: NSWSES .. ~.s sPme AS SWEF] 

This Environmental Impact Assessment of the Master Plan for the Naval Ship 

Wespon Systems Engi.neering Station (NSWSES), Port Hueneme, California has 

determined that, in accordance with OPNAVINST 6240.3E.d 5 July 1977, both 

potentially significant.environmental impacts and environmental controversy 

would occur if the Master Plan were implemented. These impacts are: 

• Air pollutant emissions that exceed Federally mandated standards 

of the Clean Air Act of 1977. 

• Radio Frequency (RF) radiation hazards that would preclude all vessel 

traffic in and out of the Port Hueneme Harbor during weapons systems opera

tions. 

• Exclusion of the public from coastal recreational areas in violation 

of the California Coastal Act. 

• The obstruction of coastal views of the public which are protected 

by the California Coastal Act. 

• Other environmental impacts in the cumulative category. 

Because of the foregoing impacts, this EIA analyzed in the depth and in the 

detail required of a Candidate EIS to determine the extent of effects, their 

mitigation and reasonable alternatives to the project. 

The preparation of the EIA, while an independent assessment, was closely 

coordinated with the developmentofthe Master Plan during a11 phases from 

conceptual planning through to completion, consequently, feasible mi;igation 

measures are included in the project design. This assessment goes beyond 

the determination of beneficial effects and the mitigation of adverse 

EXHIBIT NO. 6 impacts to design programs of action which will enhance the 

such as for air quality, water quality, energy consumption a 

ment of biota habitat, species abundance and diversity of sp 

APPLigATION NO. 
_/ tatus Report 

ND-115-91J 

NSWSES area. i i; ll:: California Coastal Commtssfon 



section III·recognize the urgency for active participation of NSWSES in 

local, State and Federal pollution abatement programs. The 47 percent 

increase in personnel levels of the Master Plan would have significant 

impacts on vehicle emissions to exceed Federal, State and County New Source 

Rule standards. 

Water Resources Statutes and Programs. The serious water quality problem 
I 

found by the California-Water Resources Control Board concerning sea water 

intrusion of local water supplies and increased demand on the importation 

of water, described in Sections I and III, is under adjudication proceedings 

by the State, which will limit water now available to NSWSES. Mitigation 
' measures for NSWS£S and the CBC Base proposed in Section III, provide for 

stringent controls in p~ing from base wells and water conservation by 

facilities design and actions by NSWSES personnel. 

The California Coastal Act of 1976 as Ame~ded. The proposed NES and office 

building are in violation with the spirit of the Coastal Act by obstructing 

the coastal views of the Silver Strand Community. The proposed NES building 

at the West Jetty area also violates building heights prescribed by Ventura 

County zoning regulations. The expected controversial reaction by the 

residents of Silver Strand and visitors to the County Park at the West 

Jetty area can be mitigated in part by a public relations effort to explain 

the coastal-dependent nature of the Navy mission and· the need for operational 

realism. Because of detrimental effects on property values and residents 

who value the present view of the harbor, controversy is expected. 

Land Use Impacts of seismic conditions, RF radiation, harbor mouth widening, 

harbor use and use of recreational facilities. Seismicity conditions in 

the NSWSES area described in Section I, and mitigation measures reconrnended 

in Section III would relocate the NES building from the West Jetty beach to 
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Plant and Animal Species. Construction impact on biota are unavoidable. 

The construction of ~ sea wall at the West Jetty would permanently destroy 

shore bird habitats. All of the adverse long-term impacts and many of 

: the short-tenn impacts -can be mitigated by the elimination of the sea wall 

and a set back of the NES facility at the West Jetty. The bi eta improvement 

area proposed in Section III would enhance the coastal environment, an 

objective of the Federal and State Coastal Acts and Navy Instructions. 

Noise. Impacts during the construction phase are unavoidable. No significa 

impacts are foreseen during the operation phase. 

RF Radiation by the NES Facility. Radio frequency transmissions from 

weapons systems director radar equipment produce off axis, near field 

radiation levels which would require the exclusion of Navy, commercial, 

and recreational vessels from the mouth of the harbor during operational 

periods. By a set back of the NES building and azimuth arc limits, the 

West and East Jetty recreational uses could continue without interruption 

During the collimation of radars on a tower at the end of the CEL pier, 

the entire La Jenelle Park and West Jetty would be vulnerable to RF 

radiation. Operational impacts on the Navy, Oxnard Harbor District, the 

public and the California Coastal Act policy, are unavoidable •. 

~creational imoacts due to RF radiation hazards, discussed above, may be 

partially offset by the Navy's intent to donate the La Jenelle Park at the 

West Jetty to the State Land Commission. 

Y5 sua l impacts and aesthetic a ope a 1 to pub 1 i c and Navy v.i ews wi 11 be 

mitigated by the low profile campus building clusters in the Administrative/ 

Engineering Complex. An overall improvement of aesthetic appeal would be 
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effected by the Master Plan. The obstruction of some riews in Sf1 ver 

Strand due to the height of the NES building and radar arrays at the West 

Jetty would occur. 

Public Services Impac~s. The annual consumption of electricity would increase 

from 3.48 x 1oB kWH to 8.31 x 108 kWH. Natural gas cc.sumption would 

increase from 267,000 thenns to 382,000 therms. Water •e would increase 

about . 50 percent. 

Socio-economic Impacts. Direct benefits to local c:oua-fties include an 

increase of about SOO Navy civilian employees in NSWSES. This increase 

is partially offset by a reduction of about 350 contractor jobs. The 

net gain in jobs will be about 450, equivalent to about $9 million 

additional salary revenue. The estimated 2 year con511Uction period will 

provide the equivalent of about 30 additional full-tile jobs. 

Land use impacts were previously discussed in paragraph 3. 

Access Impacts. Increased vehicular traffic due tc tie 50 percent increase 

in personnel of the Master Plan can be alleviated by control of work hours 

( "flex·time"), designation of alternate routes, traffic control, increased 

route capacity, controlled access to main routes and aeasures detailed 

under •air quality". If vehicle miles traveled are reduced as required 

to meet the Federal Clean Air Act mandated standards~ comnensurate trans

portation and energy benefits will be achieved. 
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ANY PROBABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMEN~AL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED SHOULD 
S. THE PROPOSAL BE IMPLEMENTED 

Significant, unavoidable adverse impact areas are as follows: - . o Water quality and quantity i~pacts due to well pumping, sea water 

·intrusion and population increases. 

o Construction phase impacts on noise, air pollution and biota. 

o Air quality violations of the Federal Clean Air Act. 

o RF radiation hazard impacts on recreation and port operations. 

o Loss of coastal views by Silver Strand residents. 

Avoidable adverse imoacts that will be mitigated or partially mitigated 

include the following: 

o Avoidance of contamination of groundwater and the harbor by project 

drainage design, education and control measures. 

o Water conservation controls, fixtures, and landscaping. 

o Miti9ation of storm, tidal and tsunami surge at the NES West Jetty 

area by building set back and increased grade elevation. Stabilization of 

blowing sand by low-water use ground cover. 

o Reduction of pollutant emissions by reduction of vehicle use, traff 

congestion and other measures. 

o Mitigation of seismic impacts by structural design and building set 

back. 

o Minimize obstruction of views in the Administration/Engineering 

Complex by the low profile, campus design concept. 

o Explain Navy missions and needs for coastal dependent 1and use to · 

local publ; c. 

o Reduction of RF radiation impacts on recreation and port operation 

by building set back, arc limits and coordinated scheduling of operationa 

periods. 
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6. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USE OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT AND 
MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

A. Lo.ng-term environmental gains at the expense of short-term losses, 

the offsetting of construction impacts on biota by the biological 
, 

areas to increa~e abu~dance and diversity of species and stabilize blowing 

sand. The aesthetic·appeal of the Master Plan areas. particularly the 

~us style design o~ the Administration Engineering Complex, has long

term benefits. Navy plans to donate the La Jenelle Beach Park at the West 

Jetty to the State Land's Commission would comply with the spirit and intent 

of the Coastal Act and help offset operational impacts on public recreation 

and loss of coastal yiews. Seismic safety is also a long-term gain. -----
8. Short-term environmental gains at the expense of long-term environmental 

losses concern the degredation of air and water resources and RF radiation 

hazard impacts on public access· to recreational land and water uses. 

C. Future uses of the land in the NSWSES and local areas are narrowed by 

·air and water quality impacts and the denial of coastal views. Intensified 

operational activity of NSWSES as provided in the Master Plan may preclude 

~tio!l~l uses by the N'yy~d the public ~f coastal land as pl"'""' ... 

by the City of Port Hueneme and Ventu~a County. The Master Plan would --
~ fo,:tcYose Navy-opti~~~- (peacetime and mobilization) for other harbor and 

beach related land use in the NSWSES area. The future movement of NSWSES 

to another location, a remote possibility, would be inhibited. 
'-... 

-------.......: __ - - . ·-. 
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The California Coastal Act of 1976 as amended 

The proposed NES and office building are in violation with the spirit 

of the Coastal Act by obstructing the coastal views of the Silver Strand 

Community. The proposed NES building at the West Jetty area also 

violates buildi.ng heights prescribed by Ventura County zoning regulations. 

The expected controversiaJ reaction by the residents of Silver Strand 

and visitors to the County Park at the West Jetty area can be mitigated 

in part by a public relations effort to explain the coastal-dependent 

nature of the Navy mission and the need for operational realism. 

Because of detrimental effects on property values and residents who value 

· the present view of the harbor, controversy is expected. 

Land Use Impacts of seismic conditions, RF radiation, harbor mouth 
I 

widening, harbor use and use of recreational facilities. 

Seismicity conditions in the NSWSES area described in Section I, and 

mitigation measures recommended in Sectioh III would relocate the NES 

building from the West Jetty beach to the north, placing the structure 

tloser to the Silver Strand community. The building set back would also 

reduce vulnerable zones to RF radiation, allow for future harQor expansion 

and minimize the effect on local recreational land use. RF radiation 

control measures described in Section III would further reduce these 

impacts. The following adverse effects would prevail to a lesser degree 

to limit intended land use by the Navy and off base activities: 

o Weapons system director radars would have reduced zones and 

tactical realism. 

o Vessel traffic, including Navy, commercial and recreational, moving 

in and out of the Port of Hueneme, would be restricted at times. 

II-3 
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g. Recreatiol"' 

Only the propos.ed N~S facilities at the West Jetty area would affect 

recreational uses of land on and off base. The NES facility as proposed 

: by the NES report of 4· August 1978, would build a sea wall to the high tide 

elevation which would 111rit the beach area· to a narrow tidal strip. The 

present recreational uses on-base would be limited accordingly. Increased 

RF radi'ation during weapon system operations would for safety reasons 

curtail beach use, including sun bathing, picnicking and nature walks. 

The mitigation of on base impacts on recreation include consideration of 

the following actions: 

o. Set back launchers and weapons systems building, improve beach into 

a beach recreational area for the base and maintain shore bird habitats. 

o A set back would also allow space for beach stabilization (seasonal 

beach erosion and buildup}. 

o Provide safety clearance for RF radiation zones at both jetties. 

o Provide seismic buffer zone from the Hueneme Canyon Fault. 

o Allow space for widening tPe mouth of the harbor. 

o Pro vi de space for gro~nd cover to stabi 1 i ze b 1 owing sand, thereby 

reducing maintenance costs and wear-out attrition of launchers. 

The mitigation of off base impacts on recreation is primarily concerned 

with continuing public access to the Silver Strand County Beach, parking, 

the West Jetty, and recreation boating in the harbor •. 

Actions include; 

o Limiting RF radiation zones. 

o Coordinate weapons system operations to minimize restriction during 

the day and shut down operations by mid-afternoon during the week, and 
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avoid all operations during state and federal holidays and on weekends. 

o Consider locating the proposed bikeway to the north of the weapons. 

system building and its fenced perimeter to connect with a bicycle/ 

. pedestrian ferry. 

o Restrict recreational craft from entering the harbor during the 

normal work week but allow full access during weekends and holidays. 

( .. ·' -
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10. Aesthetic/Visual/Amenity Conditions 

The proposed facilities and consolidation provided by the NSWSES Master 

·p1 an would eliminate the unsightly conditions described in Section I and 

increase the safety, efficiency, comfort, convenience, favorable social 
. . 

interaction and prestige of NSWSES personnel. These beneficial effects 

would provide a substantial enhancement to the environment of NSWSES. 

Beneficial views by NsWs£5 personnel from work areas are expected from the 

new NES and office structures. Recreational boaters entering or passing 

near the harbor may find the new facilities to be an attraction; such as 

the case in Channel Islands harbor. 

The adverse aesthetic effects consist of the obstruction of views of the 

harbor now enjoyed by residents of Silver Strand and property owners there 

who aspire to increase their land values in the future by new construction 

with views of the coast and harbor. The proposed NES building is 37 feet 

high and 45.3 above mean sea level. The building superstructures with 

director radars and their support structures are 118.0 feet above mean 

sea level. Many of the homes in Silver Strand adjacent to the NSWSES 

areas are built on low ground which would a'dd to the relative height of 

proposed NSWSES facilities. Consequently, the proposed NES and office 

building would obstruct views of the harbor and the morning sunrise; 

further, sunlight would be blocked during the early.morning hours. 

The residents of Silver Strand must conform to building height restrictions 

of Ventura County and the California Coastal Act. These residents would 

resent a nearby U.S. Government structure such as the NES building which 

would exceed local and State height limitations. 

The NSWSES Master Plan includes a 10-foot high concrete block wall capped 
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in Silver Strand and Hollywood-By-The-Sea to 35 feet would contrast to a 

height of 37 feet for the main NES building; however, platforms and 

pedestals supporting radar equipment vary between about 50 feet to 100 feet 

in he'ight. The proposed 3 story office buildings in the headquarters area 

of NSWSES would occupy land that is now vacant. The NSWSES buildings would 

block views of the harbor by some residents of Silver Strand; early morning 

sunlight would also be blocked. The buildings set back discussed earlier 

would further aggravate feelings of resentment by local residents, considering 

the federal approval of the proposed projects to be unfair and inconsistent 

with federal policy, that is, to accommodate local policy, zoning and 

master plans. 

The California Coastal Act Policy precludes new development that blocks 

coastal views. The resentment of Silver Strand residents and land developers 

would be increased by the apparent partiality afforded to federal 

development. 

Mitigation might be accomplished by limiting building heights to one story; 

however, tactical realism would be severely affected in the operation of 

weapon systems radar at the West Jetty area. In addition, land requirements 

. would be tripled and the building set back, proposed earlier, would not be 

possible due ta space limitations. 

Partial mitigation of building height problems could be achieved by a 

timely public relations program to explain the NSWSES missions yet express 

sensitivity to local views, zoning restriction and coastal policy. 

Conflict in land use plans concerning recreation and transportation routes. 

The conflicts of the NSWSES Master Plan with the California Coastal Act 

and local land use plans were previously discussed in general under sections 

HI-4Q I 
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devoted to 1mpacts on recreation, aesthetic uses, and surface transportation 

.routes, both on land and through the Port Hueneme Harbor. More specific 

•spects of these plans and how they relate to the spirit ~nd intent of 

·th• President's Council on Environmental Quality and the implementing 

guidelines contained in OP.NAVINST 6240.3E concerning sensitivity to local 

impacts, are presented here. 

Conflicts in the recreational use of land center mostly on the denial of 

the use of county recreational land and Navy land proposed for local rec

reational use. The impact of RF radiation on the denial of the use of the 

County Beach Park near the West Jetty is the most serious impact. Two 

local recreational land use plans would utilize Navy land needed for 

. assigned ongoing missions; while these plans are proposals, a brief discussion 

of each is in order. 

The increased RF radiation from the NES facility would curtail fishing 

from the West Jetty and the use of the eastern portion of the County Beach 

Park. This conflicts with the Coastal Act policy to protect low cost 

visitor and recreational facilities. The curtailment of water oriented 

recreational uses sucn as boating at the mouth of Port Hueneme Harbor due 

to RF radiation also conflicts with the Coastal Act. The mitigation measure 

of a set back of the NES facility to the north combined with imposed 

azimuth limits of operational arcs, would eliminate RF radiation from the 

West Jetty and Beach Park. The exclusion of recreational boating from the 

harbor during RF transmission would remain as an unavoidable adverse impact. 

The NES facility set back and limits on operational arcs would affect the 

simulation of tactical conditions. 

The City of Port Hueneme's Main Beach Park Master Plan (Figure' 28) pro-

poses that the land at the East Jetty now utilized by the Coast Gua~d and 
-- - 'c / 
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FOREWORD 

The BEACON story began June 1, 1995 ..... 

At a meeting, sponsored by the FAA, at the Port Hueneme City Hall, 
Military and Civilian representatives presented the details of this proposal, 
to approximately 125 citizens of the affected community, for the fli'St time. 
Since that meeting, concerned citizens embarked on an intense study and 
evaluation of the proposal which required a rapid understanding ofNEPA, 
CEQ, CEQA, California Coastal Act, Environmental Assessments/Studies, 

- FAA Airspace Regulations, definitions and review procedures, sound 
models, aircraft safety records, radar and microwave technologies and 
Freedom of Information Act requeSts. The results of our efforts, our 

. conclusions and recommendations, concerning this proposal, are found in 
· this report. · 

Initially our efforts focused on educatb;lg ourselves on this specific 
proposal, however, our: journey has brought us to certain observations about 
National Policy decisions and how these decisions are affecting local 
communities. This proposal is an example of a larger issue which mUst be 
ad.dre~sed at the Federal, State and Local levels of government, with the 
informed involvement of both the public and private sectors of our 
communities. · · 

The BRAC process is not just about down sizing our military facilities, it is 
also about .relocating those military activities which remain necessary for 
our National Defense, to new locations. This reality, on a Federal level, h~ 
required the FAA to evaluate specific Military Airspace proposals at a time 
when this Agency is in the process of reevaluating and revamping the 
Nation's total Military, Commercial and Private Airspace requirements. 
Deciding individual Military Airspace proposals outside the context and 
without the benefit of a completed comprehensive National Airspace Plan 
can only hamper the efforts to achieve a National Plan in the future. 

0 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION: 

The Naval Surface Warfare Engineering Facility (SWEF), Port Hueneme, California, 
has requested the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to establish a Special Use 
Airspace (SUA) and Military Operations Area (MQA) adjacent to the SWEF laboratory 
which is located on the extreme west end of the Port Hueneme Harbor west jetty. 

The purpose of the Port Hueneme SUAIMOA, is to provide a sanctioned airspace to 
allow the Surface Warfare Center to conduct real engagement missile threat scenarios 
by flying high speed, low altitude jets, simulating Cruise and Exorcet missiles, directly 
at th~ SWEF laboratory. Jet approaches would begin 20 miles out over the Pacific 
Missile Test Range, coming in at an altitude of 100 feet off the surface of the ocean, at 
speeQ8 of376 miles per hour, at a frequency from 72 to 180 times per month. The 
shoreline boundary of the proposed MOA, as amended, is stepped one half mile 
offshore. The jets will begirt their tum starting at one and one half miles from the 
SWEF, coming to within one mile of the shoreline. 

The primary documents relevant to justify, describe and evaluate the Port Hueneme 
SUAIMOA proposal mclude: the Naval Ship Weapons Systems Engineering Station 
Master Plan Environmental Impact Analysis (1 October 1978), Surface Weapons 
Engineering Facility (SWEF), Special Use Airspace Proposal (November 1992), the · 
SWEF, Special Use Airspace Envir~nmental Assessment (March 1994) FAA, Region~ 
Office Review of the SWEF-SUAIMOA, .EA (June 13, 1995) and the Modification of 
the SWEF Special Use Airspace Proposal (August 23, 1995) ~efer to Section VIII, for 
complete reference list) 

The_ primary Federal Agency responsible for review, denial or approval is the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). The primary State Agency-responsible for Coastal 
Zone Management (CZM) review is the California Coastal Commission (CCC). 

PROPOSAL REVIEW PROCESS: 

This proposal was first brought to general public attention at an Informal Airspace 
Meeting, sponsored by the FAA at the Port Hueneme City Hall~ on June 1, 1995. 
Approximately, 125 residents were in attendance primarily as a result of posters and 
leaflets by a concerned community group known as THE BEACON and a mailing to 
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residents by the Channel Islands Beach Community Services District. Representatives 
of the SWEF outlined the details of their SUAIMOA proposal. Public comments were 
almost unanimously negative. Concerns expressed included the lack of prior public 
notice, safety, noise, adverse environmental and socioeconomic impacts 

Since June 1st, representatives of1HE BEACON.have reviewed the available SWEF 
proposal and supporting doeuments, including the FAA regulations for Special Use 
Airspace and Military Operation Areas and met with SWEF personnel on three occasions. 
Attempts to identify satisfactory alternatives to the existing proposal have been 
unsuccessful. 

FINDINGS: 

The present SWEF-SUAIMOA proposal, as described in the November 1992 Special Use 
Airspace Proposal, evaluated in the March 1994 Environmental Assessment and Modified in 
the August 23, 1995 Request for Modification fails to meet Federal or State regulatory 
compliance requirements as documented in. Sections I through VII of this evaluati~ report. 

SECTION I- JUSTIFICATION: 

The Applicant has failed to produce any prior document which supPorts it's stated 
justification for a SUA/MOA. The proposal states "Full utilization of the SWEF is 
presently hampered by a lack of a satisfactory method for generating threat scenarios 
on low-altitude, high speed flight profiles. This limitation negates a primary direc~ 
of the original design concept for the SWEF. .. ". 

None of the original design documents for the SWEF, provided by the Applicant, 
support this justification statement. In fact, all previous engineering and environmental 
documents relating to the SWEF, are silent regarding any requirement for a SUA or . 
aircraft threat scenarios. The building was planned in 1978 and constructed in 1985 · 
outside of any Special Use Airspace and it is not ~til 1992 that this attempt is made to 
bring the Pacific Missile Test Range to the SWEF building. Further, the Applicant, in 
spite of it's commitment to do so, at the June 1st meeting, has failed to provide any 
documentation that the SWEF laboratory complied with Federal and State Regulations 
for Environmental Review prior to it's construction. 
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SECTION II- ALTERNATIVES: 

The FAA, Regional Office Review (June 13, 1995) of the proposal states " ... Since 
little or no public scoping is evident, it is assumed the selection of alternatives was 
limited to a military staff and/or their consultants. Feasibility appears to be defined in 
this EA as economic feasibility. The purpose of presenting alternatives to any 
proposed action in a NEPA document is to present environmental alternatives that are 
environmentally reasonable. Any alternative that is not technically foasible, i.e., is not 
possible to achieve, is not a reasonable alternative and should not be presented for 
analysis. " 

The Environmental Assessment , Alternatives Section, does not meet the requirements 
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Only infeasible alternatives are · 
included and actual alternatives, including the Self Defense Test Ship, the Decatur, are 
omitted. 

SECTION ill- SAFETY: 

The August 23, 1995 SWEF Request for Modification of the MOA attempts to modify 
the original proposed to utilize the Learjet, or "equivalent civilian aircraft," for 100% 
of the flights and to move one half nautical mile seaward the jet turning point and MOA 
boundary. The applicant claims these changes will mitigate community concerns for 

. noise, safety and property values. 

Issues of safety have not been properly addressed in the original SWEF Environmental 
Assessment or the Request for Modification. The EA (figure 59) represents the Learjet 
as having a zero mishap rate per 100,000 flight hours. The only stated basis for this 
perfect safety recor_d is a single vendor estimate that it has performed for the Navy 
.. 10,000 hours ofaccidentfreeflying in 1992 with 19 Learjets, (EA, page 57). The· 
required relevant data is the safety record of Learjets in general and not anecdotal 
estimates of a single vendor. This is especially true given the December 14, 1994 
Fresno Learjet crash, with loss of life. This jet crashed while under military contract 

No analysis is provided of hazards due to bird strikes on a Learjet, flying at high speed 
and low altitude, targeting a known bird gathering area (i.e., mouth of Port Hueneme 
Harbor) and bird nesting and migration route (i.e., Coastal areas between Ormond 
Beach, McGrath Beach and the Channel Islands habitats) are provided. 
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No analysis is provided of the safety issues relating to using civilian aircraft and pilots 
for military low altitude, high speed flight approaches. Was a Learjet designed to fly 
1 00 feet off the surface of the ocean at top speed mimicking an Exorcet missile? 
Military aircraft have built in redundancy safety systems for hydraulic electrical and 
mechanical systems. The Learjet has no redundancy capability. These relevant safety 
issues are ignored in the applicant's evaluation of this proposal. 

The basis for the selection of the Learjet, by the Applicant, appears to be more for cost 
savings to the SWEF, than for safety or mission requirement considerations. 

The SUA/MOA area identified for this proposal has a multitude of competing uses 
sharing the same space. These include activities in the airspace such as commercial 
commuter aircraft, commercial fish spotters, helicopters, ultra-lights and private 
aircraft. Since the requested SUA/MOA Airspace begins ·at the water surface, the 
airspace is also shared with deep-draft commercial vessels entering and leaving the 
Port, commercial and sport fishing vessels, private pleasure craft, wind surfers and 
kayakers. No evaluation is provided of safety issues involving all these competing 
activities in the same airspace. This is particularly important since the Applicant 
indicates it has no authority to clear the zone, at the surface, during the flight test 
periods. The Applicant further represents that the pilot, while involved in high speed, 
low altitude missile simulating approaches, will also be responsible to visually spot and 
avoid these competing uses. 

SECTION IV- NOISE ISSUES: 

This report offers a technical evalua~on of deficiencies ~ the noise element of the 
SWEF Environmental Assessment. 

In human terms, noise continues to be a serious concern even after considering the 
Request for Modification referred to previously. Simply stated, the distinctive sound of 
the aircraft approaching the beacJt and residential neighborhood is unnerving. From 72 
to 180 times per month residents and visitors will recognize the sound of the high speed 
low flyingjet targeting their neighborhoods and beaches. Repeatedly, when the tests 
begin, the residents visualize the jet mimicking an Exorcet missile targeting our 
community. After the first jet turns away, as if to miss, another.is on its approach. In a .:> 

two hour period the jet or jets .will make between six and ten approaches. With each 
pass, the residents must worry through the possibility of a mechanical malfunction or 
bird strike. The sound of the jet, creating the real image of a missile inbound toward 
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. . . 

it's target is psychologically unnerving. After the last jet flight of the day your 
emotions relax, until you realize that the jets will return next week, next month and 
next year, for as long as you live at ground zero. The noise, the distinctive sound, 
cannot be mitigated. 

SECTION V .. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES: 

The biological impacts of the proposal have not been properly assessed or mitigated. 
This fact is supported by the FAA, June 13, 1995 finding, "A limited analysis of 
biological resources is presented The analysis deals with noise impacts on wildlifo. 
Of greater concern may be the effects of the proposed action on bird species. Several 
threatened or endangered birds are listed in Section 3, but not addressed in Section 4, 
Environmental Consequences. An Analysis of potential bird strikes .and the likelihood 
ofhCf:rassment would be appropriate. As a minimum, a letter from the U.S. Fish and 
Wild!ifo Service acknowledging your proposed action should be included in the EA. " 

Our Evaluation Report includes many additional deficiencies. 

To date, no bird strike analysis, harassment analysis, or letter from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service has been presented. 

SECTION VI- CUMULATIVE IMPACTS: 

FAA June 13, 1995 Review finds " Cumulative impacts are not addressed in the EA. 
Cumulative impacts must reflect current impacts, impacts likely to occur as a result of 
the proposed action, and impacts that may result from other actions outside of your 
jurisdiction. Without an analysis of cumulative impacts; the decision maker is not fully 
. • .{; d IJ . . mJorme ..... 

uThis EA contains references to future uses of the MOA.. ... The point is often made 
that this is a unique facility and its use may include weapons testing by NATO and 
other allied countries. This EA deals with a specific mission. It does not attempt to 
define likely future missions that may result from the FAA approvals requested Will 
approval of this MOA ... allow future projects not described in this EA? Will future 
projects result in impacts not assessed in this doc"'ment?" 

" 
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. . . .. 

An additional issue not evaluated by the Applicant is the cumulative impacts created by 
expanding the Pacific Missile Test Range up to and bordering the fully developed 
communities of Port Hueneme and Channel Islands. 

SECTION VII- SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

The applicant is aware that the approval of a MOA, as presently designed, will cause a 
formal real estate disclosure prior to the sale of any property in the vicinity. 
Specifically, future developments on the coast line at <mnond Beach, existing shoreline 
properties in the City of Port Hueneme and the neighborhoods including Silverstrand 
Beach, Hollywood-by-the-Sea and Hollywood Beach will require formal disclosure, 
should this proposal be approved. No one, including the SWEF representatives, has 
argued, that to disclose to a prospective buyer that your home will be the target of 
military jet/missile testing, will increase property values! To the contrary, the adverse 
socioeconomic impacts will be severe to the surrounding communities. There is a 
specific commitment in the November 1992 Application to address socioeconomic 
issues but the EA fails include such analysis. 

The Request for Modification (August 23, 1995), does nothing to mitigate the 
economic hardship to homeowners nor does it mitigate the economic hardship caused 
to coinmercial, aviation, fishing and recreat~onal businesses that will be disrupted by 
the proposed testing and future unnamed programs. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION: 

The SWEF-SUA/MOA proposal would link together the SWEF Laboratory, Point 
Mugu Naval Air Station and the Pacific Missile Test Rmige to create a major new 
testing facility that is unique in the world. The proposal alludes to future unnamed uses 
which are not documented, the consequences of which are unknown and uncertain. The 
proposal is requesting a precedent setting decision from the FAA to expand the Pacific 
Missile Test Range. The socioeconomic effects are known to be adverse. The 
cumulative effects are not, and given the present content the Environmental Analysis, 
cannot be evaluated. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A), the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ), the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Instructions 
(OPNA VINST) and the California Coastal Act are clear concerniQg this proposal, 
THE FAA MUST DENY THIS REQUEST OR, TO CONSIDER FURTHER 
EVALUATION, REQUIRE AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SUPPLEMENT 

The Notice To All Concerned (The Notice) document was prepared by the Federal Aviation 
Administration, Western-Pacific Region, Air Traffic Division, Los Angeles, California. This 
Special Use Airspace (i.e., MOA) proposal was requested by the Naval Surface Warfare Center 
(NSWC), Port Hueneme for utilization by the Surface Warfare Engineering Facility (SWEF) 
located on the extreme west end of the Port Hueneme Harbor entrance jetty. 

At the time of preparation and public distribution of The Notice, the applicant had not submitted 
to the FAA or general public the Supplemental Environmental Evaluation (SEA) requested by 
the FAA on June 13, 1995. As of this date, December IS, 1995, the FAA has still not received 
the SEA and the Navy has advised it will not be filed until January 15, 1995. The deadline for 
the close of public comment, set by the FAA, is on or before December 20, 1995. 

In The Notice, the section titled OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT states: 

"Interested parties are invited to participate in this proposal by submitting such written 
data, views, or arguments as they may desire. Co,.nts that provide the factual basis 
supporting the views and suggestions presented are p1111icularly M/pful in developing 
reasoned decisions on the proposal. Comments are specifically Invited on the overall 
aeronautical, economic, environmental and energy-related aspects of the proposal". 

For the record, the environmental, economic and energy-related data bas not been made public 
by the applicant or the FAA. Therefore, it is not reasonable to expect that the aviation 
community or the affected general public can present any factually based views, suggestions or 
informed comment on data that bas not been made available to the FAA or the public. Since the 
applicant bas indicated that the SEA will be available to the FAA sometime after the December 
20, 1995 FAA public comment deadline, in effect the FAA has closed out any opportunity for 
informed public comment on the economic, environmental and energy-related aspects of the 
proposal. 
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I. ADDITIONAL AERONAUTICAL ISSUES 

A) Designatio• u a MOA js Iaappro.priate: The Proposed Action cannot properly be 
designated as a Military Operations Area (MOA) because the described activity and the stated 
but undefmed future uses do not meet the requirement that a MOA be designated for non
hazardous activities. 

In the immediate vicinity of the SWEF facility are residential communities of extraordinarily 
high population density. The MOA boundaries encroach a National Marine Sanctuary and 
interdicts the entire north bound charted shipping lane in the Santa Barbara Channel. The MOA 
encompasses an area of intense commercial and pleasure fishing and other boating activity; the 
entrance and outer anchorage to a commercial and military deep-draft harbor; an ocean area of 
intense feeding, nesting and migratory activity of birds; and a permanent oil drilling platform. 
Given the trajectory, speed and altitude of aircraft to be used, the proposed action is inherently 
and unavoidably hazardous to persons, wildlife and property in the air, at sea, and on land and a 
MOA designation cannot be permitted. 

B) The MOA js Uaaecessary: The MOA should not be approved because it will degrade 
the national airspace program by granting a permit for space that is not needed. The October 12, 
1995 new application states under the Coordination heading at page 2 that " .. there is a vast 
amount of work performed at the SWEF that does not require flight testing (estimated 9(JD/6 of the 
total SWEF mission) ". It is not essential to the military mission of this facility and there are 
viable and safer alternative means to perform the flight tests. 

C) The MOA Will Coaflict With Uaap•lped aad Gnnriaa Actiyitjes of Otlaer 
Ainpace Uaea: The MOA should not be approved because it will affect the efficiency of both 
the National Airspace System and the rapidly expanding actual and planned activities of airports 
and airspace users in the immediate area of the proposed MOA In its original Application of 
November 24, 1992, statistics were presented (Safety Considerations, point 4 on page 5) on low 
airspace usage of the MOA area. This data is simply deleted by the Navy from its New 
Application of October 12, 1995 and no information is presented on current and planned airspace 
usage. Recently published statistics by the Oxnard and Camarillo Airports indicate significant 
percentage increases in present and projected usage. A proposal is also under consideration for 
joint military and commercial expanded usage of the Point Mugu air facility. Rather than 
identifying and analyzing these known increases in local air traffic and this proposal's impact on 
existing air routes, the Applicant has merely deleted its outdated analysis. 

The immediate area of the proposed MOA is an extremely active airspace at the present time. 
This airspace presently is used by commercial, military, and civilian aircraft. The proposed SUA 
is within 3.4 NM of the Oxnard Airport, 10 NM of the Camarillo Airport and 5 NM of the Naval 
Air Weapons Station (NA WS), Point Mugu. The Ventura County Department of Airports 
Master Plan-blue prints the development of the Oxnard and Camarillo Airports to the year 2015. 
In 1994, the County counted 190,850 takeoffs and landings. Aviation forecasters predict that 
will increase to 207,000 by the year 2000, and 300,000 in 2015. Oxnard Airport had 9,300 
commercial take-offs in 1994, and this will reach 14,900 within 20 years. Private aircraft 
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accounted for about 76,000 landing and take offs in 1994, and this number is expected to reach 
160,000 during the same period. United Express and American Eagle Airlines board 39,000 
passengers a year presently out of Oxnard Airport. ( Source: Ventura County Department of 
Airports-Master Plans for Oxnard and Camarillo Airports, 199S) 

These Master Plans describe the following capital improvements for the two County Airports; 

• Camarillo Airport- new 3S()()..foot runway parallel to existing airstrip, extend existing 
runway from 6,010 feet to 7,200 feet, added taxiway system and add 389,800 square 
feet of hanger space. 

• Oxnard Airport - Enlarging airline terminal, acquire 62 new acres on the north, add 
taxies and the building of new hangers. 

• Naval Air Weapons Station, Point Mugu- in addition to the existing military air 
traffic and missile test activity the facility is under serious consideration for 
commercial air 'joint use' activity. The County of Ventura, after review of a private 
consultant evaluation on the feasibility of joint Military/Commercial use, is 
embarking on the EIR and terminal facilities plans at this air field. To date, no 
document presented by the applicant has evaluated the fact that the proposed flight 
profiles for the MOA intersect the landing and approach patterns for the Mugu 
facility. 

In summary, the proposed location for this SUA is too close to densely populated areas and in 
the middle of airspace which presently and in the future will experience heavy air traffic. The 
proposed SUAIMOA would violate FAR 91.305. 

D) The MQA C•aPOt Be PJroiMrly Mmaitomt By De !M: The FAA lacks both the 
radar assets and staffing to monitor activities in the proposed MOA. Without a compelling 
showing of need, a new MOA should not be approved in an area outside FAA radar and at a time 
of diminished FAA staffing that will, as a practical matter, effectively prevents the normal annual 
Agency reviews contemplated by applicable law and regulation. To allow the same entity that 
plans to 'market this airspace' to also monitor compliance requirements is a conflict of real 
concern. This is particularly important since the activity described will require the pilots to 
continually "push the envelope" to achieve the desired real threat scenarios. 

E) Rcprdless of Any SafetY Apalfsia MQA Desipatiop Vjolates Policy Due to 
Tnjectoey At Adjacent DepscJy Populated BesidcptiaJ Shontipe: As Discussed in the 
original Beacon Brief, dated September 8, 1995, safety statistics presented by the Applicant in its 
March 1994 EA are anecdotal and biased. Safety concerns are trivialized and data presented 
regarding plane crashes will support no conclusions regarding safety. Even if statistically 
reliable data were to be presented, the proposed use of the MOA for low altitude high speed 
flights in a trajectory aimed at densely populated residential communities violates policy 
underlying guidelines of the FAA. FAR 91.305 states, "No person may test flight an aircraft 
except over open water, or sparsely populated areas, having light air traffic". The proposed 
action is the use of aircraft outside its intended design use for prolonged aerobatic maneuvers at 
low altitudes and high speeds in a trajectory aimed at densely populated communities. The 
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public policy underlying FAR 91.305, is reflected in the USAF Fact Sheet 90-13 in which the 
Air Force states that in recognition of public safety and well being '~low-level flying near densely 
populated areas is prohibited". 

F) A MOA Desjgaation WUI Permit Fgture Unnamed Uses By Exiatioa Genenl 
Waiver: Item # l is the version provided to us by the FAA of the current operative "Speed 
Waiver" outstanding between the FAA and Department of Defense. Pursuant to this document, 
within an existing MOA, low altitude high speed operations by military aircraft are given a 
blanket authorization. The impact of this waiver on the proposed action is no where mentioned 
or analyzed in any materials filed by the Applicant. It is contrary to NEP A, to FAA policy, and 
to common sense to allow creation of a MOA with a flight test trajectory at densely populated 
areas because the mere designation will permit unnamed uses pursuant to the waiver that will 
have environmental and safety consequences. 

G) Proposed Action Violates Emer:pncy Safety Standards: FAR 91.119: "Minimum 
Safe Altitudes: General. "Except when necessary for takeoffS or landings, no person may operate 
an aircraft below the following altitudes: (a) ANYWHERE. An altitude allowing, if power unit 
fails, an emergency landing without undue hazard to persons or property on the surface". 

Given the trajectory, speed and altitude of these proposed flight profiles - aircraft, persons and 
property are clearly at risk should the aircraft power unit fail. 

H) MOA Lacks Defiaecl Bmqdarics: FAR 73.3, Special Use Airspace, Section (c): "The 
horizontal limits of special use airspace are measured by boundaries described by geographic 
coordinates or other appropriate references that clearly define their perimeter. " FAR Part 7, 
Section 7121 provides in addition: "Where it is difficult to establish boundaries easily 
discernible from the air, the area may be changed to allow the boundary to be located along 
some charted prominent te"ainfeature; i.e., rivers, highways, railroad trac/cs etc. Except for 
temporary areas, boundaries shall not be described as along the boundary of another airspace 
area: .. 

The geographical description of the boundary of this proposed MOA are not in accordance with 
FAA regulations. The boundaries, as proposed and described, are not easily identifiable from the 
air and the two boundaries other than the 112 mile from shoreline are contiguous with existing 
warning area. This MOA, if approved, will create tremendous confusion and possible safety 
concerns because the boundaries are not identifiable and the proximity more dangerous, by 
definition, preexisting Warning Area-289 and Restricted Area-25 19. Peak periods for high 
traffic periods for aircraft which transit the coastline have not been identified. The impacts on 
airway V25, which parallels the shoreline, have not been documented. 

I) Radiation Issues Are Not Analyzed: Neither the March 1994 EA nor any other publicly 
available document filed with the Applicant in support of the subject applica~on contains any 
analysis of RF radiation impact resulting from the proposed action. 
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The Applicant's October 1, 1978 Master Plan Environmental Impact Analysis referenced in the 
March 1994 EA (References page 65) recites numerous potential unmitigatable radiation hazards 
created by the planned SWEF structure (at the time know as "NES"). For example, on page V-5, 
this report notes: 

"RF Radiation. The partial mitigation of the RF radiation hazard can be achieved by a 
NES building set back and azimuth arc limits to avoid the West Jetty and La Janelle 
recreational areas; operational realism would be reduced accordingly. Off-axis, near 
field radiation hazards to vessel traffic can be partially mitigated by excluding vessel 
traffic in these RF zones during operational periods. However, the inter.forence with 
public and commercial access to the Harbor would remain a serious impact. II 

There is no known outside environmental review of the building either as proposed or as built. 
Although required by law, neither the October 1, 1978 Master Plan Environmental Impact 
Analysis nor any other review document regarding the SWEF facility has ever been submitted by 
the Navy to the California Coastal Commission (see letters of September 8 and 21, 1995 copied 
by the Commission to the FAA). It follows that the pendina application for special use airspace 
is the first time the radiation issue is exposed for rquJator:y review. 

The October 12, 1995 New Application states: 

" ... the site {i.e. the SWEF] affords clear radiation paths for the installed radars to the 
open ocean and allow line of sight paths to the building. II 

"On some occasions, aircraft may carry equipment that will simulate electronic warfare 
countermeasures for the sensors being tested at SWEF. These emissions will be 
coordinated through normal range frequency mtl111lgement guidelines controlled by the 
Western Area Frequency Coordinator. II 

Clearly, from the above quotations, both incoming and outgoing radiation emissions are 
contemplated as part of the proposed flights. In view of the low altitude of proposed flights and 
the extension of the MOA airspace to the surface of the water, human and wildlife users of the 
airspace, beach, jetty and ocean may be within the radiation field. Even residential areas may be 
caught in side lobe or direct transmissions. Neither the March 1994 Environmental Analysis nor 
any version of the pending application evaluates the impact of RF radiation. 

As noted above, in 1978 the Applicant identified RF radiation as an impact of its facility that 
could only be partly mitigated. It is unknown if any of the originally identified RF hazards have 
been mitigated or if new hazards created by the building as built or by the building's new 
proposed use as a close range target. Aside from the absence of any analysis of radiation impact 
in the March 1994 EA, new existing and proposed activities are listed under the "Justificationn 
heading in the New Application dated October 12, 1995. These activities could not have been 
covered by the EA done in March 1~94. 
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The lack of any environmental impact analysis of RF radiation in any filing by the Applicant in 
support of its proposal is a fundamental omission requiring either inclusion and evaluation in an 
Environmental Impact Statement or denial of the application. 

ll. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SINCE BEACON BRIEF 9/15/95 

A) Expaasjoa of tbe Pacjfic MjgiJc Raap js Now AdmjUcd But Not Aaab'zed. On page 
16 of the Beacon Brief we suggested that the proposal amounts to an expansion of the Pacific 
Missile Range. The Applicant now admits that the MOA is just such an_ expansion by the 
comment added to its New Application dated October 12, 1995 wherein it states: "This MOA 
will attach to existing R-2519 and W-289 for contiguous special use airspace for flight path 
approaches to the laboratory ... " Further, in a letter of September 18, 1995 to the Coastal 
Commission (attached hereto as Item #2) the Navy refers to the MOA as ..... an attachment to 
the existing 32,000 square mile NA.WCWPNS Sea Test Range and will come under all rules, 
regulations, controls and instructions that the Sea Range now follows. " The applicant provides 
no analysis of the impact of bringing the test range to the building and of adding the SWEF 
facility and the MOA to the range. Aside from direct impacts, cumulative effects will result from 
the incremental impact of the Proposed Action when added to all activities that already take 
place in the Test Range regardless of what agency undertakes them. 

B) Bird Strike Safety Har•rd Now Admitted Bgt Not Apalyzcd. In letters to the 
California Department ofFish and Game and to the Coastal Commission (see attached Item #2) 
the Applicant now admits that the proposed action will, based on its own statistical analysis, 
result in a probability of one bird strike per year. The applicant bas not provided any data to 
either Agency to support this calculation nor has it done so to the public despite a Freedom of 
Information Act request to do so. It bas provided no information on the safety consequences of 
its conclusion. 

C) Existiag Enyiroameutal Aauumnt Fogad Iaadequtc by U.S. Fish aad WiWQfe 
Service. Attached as Item 3 is a letter of September 19, 1995 from the Fish and Wildlife Service 
stating: 

"The Service also believes that the EA inadequately discusses effects of the proposed 
action, particularly, the effects that noise and midair strikes may have on seabirds. In 
addition, we have reviewed our files and have found no record of our involvement in the 
development or review of the EA, although the EA lists the Service as an agency 
contacted" 

D) Air Quality Issues Not Apalyzed. Presently, both CBC and Point Mugu are required to 

conduct air quality emission monitoring by the Air Pollution Control District (APCD). No 
evaluation of the cumulative air quality impacts for the proposed and future operations of this 
proposal are provided by the Applicant. Existing air quality limits imposed by the APCD on 
these facilities are not considered, therefore, those limits and the contributory air pollution 
resulting from these proposed MOA activities have not been documented or considered. 
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E) Ecoaomjc Impacts of the Proposal Not Aaabzcd. The October 1992 Proposal for this 
airspace speaks of potential adverse economic impacts to the adjacent residential communities. 
The proposal promises to address this issue in the BA. However, no evaluation of this issue has 
been presented. The Beacon Brief, dated September 8, 1995, includes a legal opinion which 
states quite clearly that under California Disclosure Law that the approval of the MOA will 
create a sizable 'Disclosure Zone' within the residential and commercial properties adjacent to 
the MOA. Disclosure reqllirements are by definition adverse to the present values of these 
properties and the Applicant and the FAA have a responsibility to document these adverse 
economic impacts prior to final action on this proposal. We believe, that these adverse economic 
impacts will be of a significant nature once analyzed. 

m. ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN THE FAA NOTICE 

A) Erroneous Description ofSWEF FacUlty. The FAA Notice states that "The originol 
design concept of the SWEF was to provide the Navy with capability to conduct a multitude of 
full engagement simulations ... " The Notice text assumes these uses were contemplated in the 
original design (i.e. low altitude high speed flights coming fi:om a SUA to within less than three 
miles of the building). As more fully set out in the Beacon Brief, the 1978 planning documents 
for the building did not contemplate flight tests of any kind in proximity to the building. Despite 
a Freedom oflnfonnation Act (FOIA) and other requests the Applicant has produced no 
documentation to support its assertion that such tests were part of the original design concept. 
The building was planned in 1978 and built in 198S outside special use airspace and it was only 
seven years later that the Applicant commenced the process of seeking special use airspace. A 
review ofF AA waivers shows that the Applicant has received only one waiver since January 1, 
1993 to permit such flights and that waiver was for the September 1993 flight demonstration 
done as a part of this proposal. 

B) Ni&bt Fli&bts CQDtney to March 1994 .EA. The FAA Notice states that utilization will 
be "primarily, but not limited to, daylight and weelrdaya. " This would permit up to half of all 
flights to occur outside daylight hours and these flights would be authorized at any time of the 
evening or night. This is in direct conflict with the Mitigation section (page 60) of the March 
1994 EA stating that "incorporated into the proposed action" is the restriction to: 

"Conduct flights between the daylight hours of lOam. and 5pm. Do not conduct night 
(IOpm to 7am) flights, and minimize evening (7pm to /Opm) flights to those essential to 
meet requirements. " 

On page 6 the EA indicates that non-daylight flights "represent only approximately 10 percent of 
the total projected flight requirements". The BAas noted above, expressly conditions the SUA, 
to forbid all night flights (lOpm to 7am) and to restrict any non daylight use to 10 percent of total 
allowed usage. These restrictions must be restored to the FAA Notice. 
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C) Unlimited Passes Contrary to Marcb 1994 EA. The March 1994 EA calculates the 
number of runs at 6 per hour (EA page 7) which computes to 180 times a month that a single 
aircraft could run at the SWEF building in the maximum 30 hours per month of testing. This 
calculation is e:s:tremely important because it is the key to undentaadiaa that aD of the 
noise, air pollution, safety, biolopcal resource and aU other impact analysis iD the Mareh 
EA is premised on and limited to an assumption usaae of the MOA at the rate of 6 passes 
per fliaht test hour. 

The FAA Notice omits the limit on the number of passes. The Notice contains a new concept not 
supported or analyzed in the EA and not explained in the Notice, that the lower altitude MOA 
may be activated separate from the higher altitude MOA. In view of the omission from the 
Notice of a stated limit on passes, the new separate activation eoneept creates a potential for 
impact from increased and unlimited passes by multiple aircraft. The diagrams attached to the 
MOA and for the first time include a notation that "Maximum Range Flights are depicted but 
can have much shorter approaches. " This comment is no where included or explained in the 
text of the Notice so the public is presented with no basis for informed comment. The new short 
run concept, envisions a race track pattern with planes darting off for short runs at the building. 
This would obviously result in heightened activity time within the MOA with environmental 
impacts not considered in the EA. Such a plan may also be contrary to the provision in the 
Notice that all flights must "fly a radial inbound directly at SWEF". 

D) Omjssjou ofMoclification CommitJDegq. The Applicant has in various letter and other 
communications to the FAA and other Agencies and in press releases committed to what it has 
described as additional "modifications." We note that the following promised modifications are 
omitted from the Notice: 

• No ExPress Limitation On How Close FliaJlt May Come To Shore. The Applicant has 
committed to fly no closer than one nautical mile from shore but this limitation is absent 
from the Notice published by the FAA. The only protection from overflights of the land 
stated in the Notice is that "flights will begin their turn one and a halfmilefrom shore" and 
there is no stated limit on how close flights may come to land other than the limit of the 
MOA boundary itself one half mile from shore. 

• No Limit On Fliehts Over tbe National Marine Sanctuary. The FAA Notice provides that all 
profiles must begin in W-289 "and fly a radial inbound directly at SWEF". The Notice 
includes an illustration (figure 1) of"inbound" flight paths in a range ofOOS to 350 degrees 
true but there is no illustration of"outbound" flights. Figure 1 is not referenced in any way 
in the text of the Notice and is not a limitation on the expressly stated permission for any 
approach beginning in W -289 on a radial aimed at the SWEF. Thus there is no limitation on 
flights that traverse the National Marine Sanctuary or even over fly the Channel Islands. 

• No Limit On Fliaht Speeds. The text of the FAA Notice contains no limitation on flight 
speed. Figure 2, 3, and 4 include a notation "325 Knots Max" but in the text these figures 
are described only as It intended" profiles. 
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• No Notice To Mariners. The FAA Notice requires a Notice to Airmen but makes no 
mention of a Notice to Mariners. The proposed MOA extends from the surface of the water 
so all marine users of the MOA are within subject air space. In a September 18, 1995 letter 
to the Coastal Commission (Item# 2) and elsewhere the Applicant says that MOA activation 
will require a Notice to Mariners. It further commits that marine usage will not be restricted 
by MOA activation and that "if the area is not clear the event is delayed or canceled" 
These restrictions are omitted from the FAA Notice despite the stated acquiescence of the 
Applicant to incorporate such safeguards in the MOA description and despite the provisions 
ofF AR Part 7, Section 7002 that "When an aircraft activity conducted in special use 
airspace could measurable affect the safety of persons or property on the surface, the 
proponent shall demonstrate thtlt provisions hDve been made for their protection. " 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on The Notice, the October 12, 1995 proposal from the Applicant and the 
aeronautical, environmental, economic and air quality issues raised in this report 
and other communications to the FAA this proposal requires FAA denial or 
further study in the form of an EIS. 

The SWEF-SUAIMOA proposal would link together the SWEF Laboratory, Point 
Mugu Naval Air Station and the Pacific Missile Test Range to create a major new 
testing facility that is unique in the world. The proposal alludes to future unnamed 
uses which are not documented, the consequences of which are unknown and 
uncertain. The proposal is requesting a precedent setting decision from the FAA 
to expand the Pacific Missile Test Range. The socioeconomic effects are known 
to be adverse. The cumulative effects are not, and giv~ the present content of the 
Environmental Assessment, cannot be evaluated. The National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA), the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), the Office of 
the ChiefofNaval Operations Instructions (OPNAVINST) and the California 
Coastal Act are clear concerning this proposal: 

THE FAA MUST DENY THIS REQUEST OR, TO CONSIDER FURTHER 
EVALUATION, REQUIRE AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT. 

., 

9 
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APPENDIX 18 
SPEED AUTHORIZATION GRANTED TO DOD 

May 18. 1978 

Mr. Paul H. Riley 
Alternate DOD Representative to FAA 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Wastdnaton. D.C. 20330 

Dear Mr. RJley: 

7810.4H 

Sectlon 91.70(a) of the Federal Aviation Regutatlons (FAR) provides that, unless otherwise authorized by the 
Administrator or the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), no person may operate an alrcran below lO,OCX> 
feet mean sea level (MSL) at an indicated airspeed of more than 250 knots. 

The NJUiatlon arants an exception to aircraft havina fli&ht characteristics which preclude safe operation at 
speeds below 250 knots by providing that if 1hc minimum safe airspeed for any pamcular operation is srcatcr 
than the mntmum speed prescribed, the aircraft may be operated at that minimum safe airspeed. 

•, In rccopicion of the fact that certain mUitary operadonaJ and traini~t~ teqUiremems cannot be met under &he 
terms of the rcplaUon, lhe Department of the Navy and the Depanmcnt of the Air FoJCC have been authorized 
sinec ·November, 1967. to operate aircraft below I 0,000 feet MSL at an Indicated airspeed of more than 250 
knots to 1hc extent such hiJh-speed opcradons were necessary ln the aa:ompJlshmcm of air combat maneuvers 
lnd tactiCS, IOW•JCVel navigation, lOW•Jtvcl l'eCOMaiSSII\CC and JnteJCOpt. weapons delivery lldlcs, fil&ht lCSt 
and cvaluadon. undc~uate pilot trainina. actual or simulated alert missions, and ocher Olpt operations of 
a similar nature. ' 

Our authori1.ation or November 1967. to each service, was rescinded and reissued 10 the Dcpanmcnt or De· 
rcnse (000) on June 8, 1976. The June 1976 authoriz.ation was rescinded and reissued on February 25. 1977. 
The February J 977 · autltoril.ation was rescinded and n:issucd on December J 9. 1977. Provitdons are now need· 
cd to accommodate military ltqulremcnts while airspace actions are pending. Tbcrtfore, effective lmmcdlatcty. 
the December 19, 1977, authorization Is rescinded and reissued as followsy · 

Operations below 10,000 feet MSL at an indicated airspeed in exees.s of 2SO kno\S, in nontornpliance with FAR 91.70(a). 
• arc authorized for military aitetaft. including RC5et\fc and Air National Ouatd c:omponcnL~. only under lhc rouowhsg con· 

ditions: 
a. Whhln restriCted areas. 

" 

b. Within military operations areas. · J 
't. When operating within large sca1t. cxerci~~Cs or on short aenn special missions. C'.oordination wih be cfTccu:d &o 

insure awareness on lhe pan of !.he nonpan.icipa\ing Oyina public .. 
d. When operadna on DOD/FAA mutually developed and published IFR routes. The military necessity for each 

route and for lbc extent or use of each route is to be reviewed and approved by lhe appropriate military hcadquartcrJ. 
e. When opcralin& on DOD developed and published VFR routes. Such rouses shalt t'IC aLablishcd for spceinc mis

sions and used only by designated uniu when lhe provisions of a. through d. abo\'C will not accommodate ltlc requited 
national dcfenJC mission u determined by approptiaLC military ''e.adquartci'S, Routes are 10 be developed and published 
in llctt'IC'dancc: with DOD/FAA mutually developed c:riu:ria. 

r. Jn the event provisions of a. lhroo&h c. cannot be complied with, · .JC appropriarc miliwy hcadquaners may author· 
iu night opcnaLions within deOncd airspace in no~pllancc wit.h FAk 91.70 as il considers IK'lCCS_,. to accomplish 
the national defcnJO mission. Tbis provision is intended to accommodaw speed nquiremcnu on an intorim basis wilhin 
a defined ltCI ror wbich an weatroute proposal bas been coordinaod and coneW'ted in by appropriaao mlliwj.IFAA ro..· 
aioul aulhorily but noc yet ptablishcd. 

Appendix 18-1 ~ITEM 1 
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a. lr lhe ainpeod requited or rec:Oibl1lendld In the litpluo Oiahl manu! to mlinlain urc maneuverability is peatlr ( 
!hal dw llllllilnum speed described In PAR 91.70, tbe &ircnl& _,._operated II dial speed. Whetc dlo required or 
rec:ommtlldecllpllld it pvon 11 IW'Ip. tbe lowct JIR o1 the speecl .... should be uod COftliatenl widt aood ...... 
pt'IICiico. '1\il pnwision ls primlrily to ~e:connodlll c.IJMbrldeiCIDII llld ....tna1 ... operalions. 

Thla authorlzatloft is effective lmmodialely. Operations a1onJ VPR low lltiiUdc U'alnlnl routes (TR). wblch 
were acablilhed In ICtlOrdlncc with PM HandboOk 7610.4C, Pan 10, and In oxislcnce ll lhc Ume of INa 
autl\Ortzadon may be condnued until January l. 1919. 

Slftcerely• 

(1) Raymond 0. Belanaer 
RAYMOND 0. BELANGER 
Dlm;tor. Alr Tratnc Service 

. . 
\ . 
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United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WU.DLIFB SBRVICB 

Lee Quaintance 
140 Santa Monica Avenue 
Oxnard, California 93035 

Dear Mr. Quaintance: 

..... ...,.. 
v ..... v..womo. 

2493 Portola ROlli, SuM B 
VtiiiUrl. Calilnia t3003 

September 19, 1995. 

Thank you for bringing the U.S. Navy's (Navy) Special Use Airspace proposal to our attention. 
In March 1994, the Navy prepared an environmental assessment (EA) for the proposed project. 
The Navy then submitted the EA with their request to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
for establishment of a Special Use Airspace near the Surface Warfare Engineering Facility, Port 
Hueneme, California. The Navy proposes to conduct tlight teat and evaluation support of ship 
weapon systems in the Special Use Airspace. 

The U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service (Service) has reviewed the EA and your June 27 and July 20, 
1995, letters. In addition, we met with you on July 10, 1995, and discussed your concerns about 
the effects of jet plane noise and midair strikes on seabirds. Specifically, you believe that the EA 
inadequately discusses effects to the brown pelican (Pelecanu occidenta/is), western snowy 
plover (Charadrius a/aandrlnus nivosus), and California least tern (Sterna ant/1/arum brown/). 

The Service also believes that the EA iiw:lequately discusses effects of the proposed action, 
particularly, the effects that noise and midair strikes may have on seabirds. In addition, we have 
reviewed our files and have found no record of our involvement in the development or review of 
the EA, although the EA lists the Service u an apncy contacted. Therefore, we informed the 
Navy and FAA of this omission. They agree that the proposed action needs our review. 
However, they informed us that they are revising the propoaed project. Therefore, when we 
receive the new design we will review it and send them and you a copy of our comments. 

Thank you for your concern for wildlife resources. If you have any additional questions, please 
contact Mr. Greg Sanders or Ms. Marie Lindsey of my stafF at 805/644-1766. 

Sincerely, 

~l\,MJ.. ~. ~~ 
Diane K. Noda 
Field Supervisor 

"( 
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Knowing. p·(.t~';;,;· .. c?,.~~:i~~d/·:.$fi~,,~~.~~. i~ the ap.piication for a 
Militaryj··eper •. t::iQtta:··.~f!!a ... CMOAr:.tfor. t.he Surface Warfare 
Engin~e~~s; .. :<P"acil;1.~y~·)(SWEFJ:.·:~y:~~-h&. ·Port J{ueneme Division \PHD} of · 
the surt.a.c·e···~Nava1·::w~~41fe;~¢etiter,·· .I would like to t·ake this · 
op~rt.~ty. ':t;~· ;~pi(;,.#~-de/1)~~:?.-~~.t}~ :. the ia te.st information.. 

.. . ··~: ·/·<: ~ ·.~ ... :·~\::·~.-·~~~:~ .~;~··:.;:.~~ .. ;·:·~·t~·.:~· ·::;~~· . ~ 
Initia1.ljy:,: ... f<. :.Sbar•4itY'o~·r·:.:c:Otl¢et,ils. ·:relating r:~. no~~· and safety 
iaaues ~ith·:·.duf;'·s&.,;;y./.:a·i:fil:.at.·'.'JCQA. .. applic.ation filed in June of 
thi~ y.r ... : ·~i.,nq.~;:.·~··~./:tin-.~:/C;~t~&,~n. •eaphy, · t:P-e Co~nding 
Off~eer ~;of:· ~~::;~·;::~a.:;~·~.-;tiu;y·! ~~•pensive ·in ~tte~ting to 
mitl.ga~.- .t~::;C;:Oilc•~··:~f·.·~~t-~:ti41•~h- ·community. In fact, in •Y 
many year a· ··of.:: ~l.!c ,:.,e~~·.;e.·.~.<: ~~:a i.S perhap.S · thtil m.ose responei ve 
I have .-.~;.·.:•Y= .. ~~~~·:-:-.-.g.C,y,.·partieularly an arm. of the 
DepartliUin~· o~.; ~,~,~~::...:.f.~ ;.,~Y":t;·~·~a.ue. 

· .• : -~. :::·~.: :. : .. !:=·· . ...... ·. ~·:, 

Just 1attt .we~:{~::t:_l;~\i't~#.:~:fp~.~~f~ ·modificatio.n. to the original MOA 
applicatti.oir·. :·1;-n~~~a;tin$J ~~:~~·~·;f~llow~ng ehange.s : 

. . : . ·~· . :::· .... !.: .. ·~ · .. ~:~.:·.:.,IJ::: ·~>:·~~~~.~~.r:"~·::~:~. ~ . . . 
1. Dele,1fe ;.~~.:··'!l-..e ..... ~#,;·,:tJle .. :.:·FA.~1f\t> F;l4; and· A-7, and substitute ehe 

Le.a~·l35 .. o:t:·,·.J·$A·! t.urbofans·:. 'or~n •• quivalent civilian aircraft w.ith 
sa~ i or .. '1c;wer··nais:e·kamiss:t~·· ievels. · 

. ·. : ·.=· ::':r: ·· .. i.:)~:·:::,'.:~:j\: :':·<· .. ;.:;;,:::···}·~ . . . : 
2. Airer:af·c.:·_.:appr,~~~4;ri9'.<thi!·i;s .. F ~il.l begin ~ts tum-around 

one ·~ci .-:one..:,Jial: .. ~~; lil.i!l:ei(:~ij~f~be SWEF, coll\ing no close:- than 
<?ne m.il.e.··.,Q.f.:~ti~~~;~_.ho;t~·: a~-::~a~ t:1m~:·. (The oxriginal propos-.1 · 
J.ncluded f·:tight•::a.s; dle•ef·:'As 1/2 mile of 'the shoreline.) 

· . . . .. ·~: : .·:·:~ : .:?:· ::::, .~.:·~::r~::;!i{/ .. ~+ i:::r.-· . · 
3. Move.: the. ·l~:~t·?-·~n·· O.(: .. :tne.;~•a.:~-c · b.ounciary o~ the MOA one half 

mile~ of~:i;J.ljO:r~::,.'s.o~.:i.e: .W:$-ll·.·~·nq~,lo.nge·r be cont·iguous with the 
Sil vers·:t;·raJid.:··co~u~ity:~:· ·: ,-~ i ·. · . 

. . . . . :: .· .. ~: ... ·. ~ .. ~~: r..··~··j .:~·.: .. :>· .. : : .:~: :: ·:k 
The Lealr · .is::·-.·:,e~~:-p:ilQ·t.:;:air~raf.t ·th•c. flies at half c.he speed of 
its miliitai;Y .. e,oUn:ca~.,;~fl!;;·.::-rh~, ·;along with:che add~tional l/2 
mile b~£.-fer:,:~. wi.I;~;:: .,£g:~~(·i~~t+.fY-·: enhance: the· aafet:.y of the 
misaio~s. ·ana;·,~ill,·:T,~d-4-e·., ·:.e,.he>h9ise impaet of· the first.. proposal 
in hal·fl. ;In::•:qq.P,t;i;~t:$~ ,;,fig.u;;es ,' it w~ll reduc:e the maximum 
sound ~··~e·~.·L~v~·I-~V ~~o~:. ·_a~)i~A to. about 6S d.BA and it x:educes: 
the o~. hO~:· equ~V~l,~_n;t;·:~~Q.i"efil:•vel ·from 57 elBA t.o less than 45 · 
dBA. Ttii'a · ·iS:;··-~ess. )~h~~; th'e ·.'·pa~kg·roun<i level . · 

. . . ... . :, ;: . ~ . ,, . : ·. . . " . '.~;.: ~· . -~-. }. .. . ·~.: . ' ·' .. 
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Page ~ ·J:; a!';;?';~!·(~ ;v UJ :; . . ' ' '' 
In ada;.:t'i.Q;t: ·'t:o:.,'~eq\l•ltt'i.ng: ,the; above modificat.ion·&·, Capt.ain Beachy· 
ha• aske"d .... :tha . .:·:.t.aCS.:~al-' AV.iat:ioni.:Adndnistratiozi to extenci ehe 
public eommen~,i ... p~i:;~d.~~oi··~tb~.::f4oi on two separate occasion• ~· a 
aign of g~(t.-. f~l..~~~~ ~·~··::C#~~~~t .p~lic: comm~ane period for the 
MOA w .. a~beau~,-d ·C:o .:c).q~•··~~(:~uly 17, 1.995. It waa firs~ 
exteACled. ~~ .. :·~*~·~'~::~$.:e:~~~· .. :.~~··:~p;ember lS, l99So 

. ·~ ~<· ·. . . . . . •"i· :· .... ;. :.~ ·: :· . 

The qu••·t~~~:( h.-~;::~~o~~: i~ii·:~n;~;·a:·,fiu~r of occasions if the Sal£ 
De:fen•~ ·T••-~·:.S:~iP:· ...... l.q: :).¢.<)~:.~$.:·the DECATOR ,could be used to 
conduct: tha·•·:~:~e~~::.:.~a:~~·:;~f..~:;,\ll!.;ng the SWEF. I propoaecl eh.is 
question in··~·fl'::·.~~~"t$.' .~C:h·~~':ii:~~Y in July. "qnfor.tunately chis: b.aa 
not pr~~ :.·tq.~·.:.b•· .;~~;.v~-.o~~· .:a~e;~~iv• o The Capea.in' .• responae : 
reads iR. p-.·;~··::,:::.~:.Th~(:.f~~~:L~;~~·~:l ... o,f using the SOTS .as a substieuee 
~or the.' -~f :: W.:a'- )in~-~·i.g&f~ :,:-.~~: wh,ile a c~~t analysis of the · 
necaaa.,~:· ·.e,~•;e.:~ .. ~··Y. ;~~.;~~~!;:~.~ly slightly h~gh•r cost~ fo~ some 
teaea ~~i~:;:.e.h~ .. :·S:~~,_::,i~h.~,:f~~~·ii•· that the cwo facilitl.es are· not 
interchange:~le.~ "~· ... · i : .. ····· .. l. • · ..... ~~ • 

. . . .. · .. 1.'/ ... ·.·=:/ )J ·:.;~·.·:...:'it:;·:.;;;' . . 
The latest .})~~~: :<;,~·o,~;~:·.:f:B~~.}jr.P.~oc:e~s has ciernonatrated just how 
import~~ ~t:· .~w.?;·~~l~~~.~:)~.~'~·~· ·are: to our local economy. . 
Althoustt.t ~~.:~=~~~r:~y~ia~ ... ;a.··.~.J.i.or. ~l~ure, the Na..vy .could· stl.ll 
move work.·:iint! .:;pr.o~·=cu~:· .. of· ~o\lr· area• independent ·Of BRAC 
review o .~ T.n.e,./il~~~:s,~·~.@'1:1~ty .::~6:· ·~n¢uc·t produe·ei ve ope rat ions here 
in Vent;,r~ ·: ¢9.\int·y::·.wul.j ···~ur•:·.;~r bases will remain· open and 
continue to. '}:)e·::;a: yit.,l!· ••••~··.~ O'Clr coliiDlUnity. 

. . ~:~ . .. ·~·".: .:~·.:;. .. ~·~. : :···.·::~.:~~;.:f · .. ~:. ·' :~:~. 
As stat•d ·e•r.-J..iei·,.·:~:!;·&all·•~•.':P.N>tain, 1-.a.chy ·ancl ch• u.s. Navy haa 
been vety· :r·~~~~~~.i,i:fi~·::~~-~~9 che C?Oncer.na of your 
cOIIIWli;~ ~: ·~·.:~,~~~::.::¥,• :~P·:~~:fie4 ~o. reduce the impac~s 
on your: ·c;~ft.y.~· ¥ll~·l•. :~~nt~;bu;ng ~he ab:~.l.J.ty to perform the 
mission; r~~.i~-m~.~ .... 'J:> .. :(;:·~· ... ··~ ·:.= i.~ 

Pleaaa .be ~:·~*~J~~~:.t:; ~:i~~·f.:~ti~e. to. ~to;-: ehe situation anC! 
work wi~h· t:~e·.:·-~v:Y'.::~~:.~•.·-•'u~.:tha final pr.oposal will have 
minimal· i~~e;:~: :o.Jl.:~~~·S!t:•l·.::·:rea;t~·n:ts. 
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P~~r,~-~-~10~-~:~B~~l'HBJND&n:H BIUEPING . . 
J.IGAB A :·~~~11D-~~RADIATION ~'Tiil) 

~!~~~~·~tr.:~=~~~~~Vli. 
co~'fl()VIba.~-~~'-'DEOUaofJAPBTY. . 

.. ::. ::=!::: ~;: .. ii'·:~ ::. ·.:·;}"'.i ·~ :::~.,· :~{~. :~;~ . 
.. JI,~·-~~j~Ti$~f.WArSOMEONBINTHi&UU'ZONI~R,T 

StJFF'Eit·~cON;;JiXPOIQU.%.0·1tUI ~ .d':IO 18 AT AN l.ii:.I!V ATJON OF 145 ft. FOil ABOUT 6-
112 ~WHICH·~ lijbiNGi'i'D'~ 'OP ALL WAV$$. QUITE HONESTLY · 
COMM~~-:~-~!R~;·I~~~~1·'110NK ~·wotit.o RA'I;HER-TAICE MY CltANCEi WITH 
nm kAJ)AR:MN.-A.W.A.'i.l:ntAT..a;·f: !. :,.,. . 

: . . . .-: .. : .. ·::.;:. :;·~· ~':.;._; ·.· .. ; '; ::~.~ /:··. '.:<,· ;; }· : 
·P.LEASS:~.M~-:.-m··:~ ..UX:JnUi;liNGJNiB,s ~TOOK THE TIME AND 

PATIENCE TO:fiDUCATB'Us:·oM THIS;IMP.Oatoo JSSU!. . 
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